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I. BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Box 1

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

X-Refs.
Biographies [about]
By-Laws

Note: for a discussion of By-Laws see Correspondence and Reports circa 1927-1928. Also, see College of Wooster Publications for general By-Laws of the college.

Correspondence [about]
Directories

2002-
Box 1b

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Minutes
Box 1c

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Minutes
1959 Apr.-1976 June
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Press Releases
Programs
Reports
1868-1910
See also Bound Shelf location
Box 2

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
  Reports
  1911-1929
  See also Bound Shelf location
Box 3

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
  Reports
    1930-1955
  See also Bound Shelf location
Box 4

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
  Reports
    1955-1960
  Statements
  Web Pages
II. TRUSTEES (INDIVIDUAL TRUSTEES)

Box 4a

ABBEY, PAUL
X-Refs.

ADAIR, ROBERT L.
Correspondence [about]
Correspondence [from]
Correspondence [to]

ALLEN, EUGENE W.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [from]
Correspondence [to]
Family
Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Invitations

ANDREW, BILL V.
X-Refs.

ANDREW, EDWARD J.
See also: EDWARD J. ANDREW FELLOWSHIP ENDOWMENT

X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
Press Releases

ANDREWS, MABEL SHIELDS
See also: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Andrews Hall
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Andrews Library

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Correspondence [to]
Family
Photographs [of]

ARMINGTON, GEORGE E.
See also: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Armington Hall
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Armington P.E.C.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Service Building

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Family
Photographs [of]
Photographs [of]
ARMINGTON, HELEN
X-Refs.
Box 4aa

BABCOCK, BIRTON E.

See also: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Babcock Hall

X-Ref.

Biographies [about]

Clippings [about]

See also Oversized location
[1933?]-[n.d.]

Correspondence [about]

See also Legal-Size location
1926-[n.d.]
Box 4b

BABCOCK, BIRTON E.
Correspondence [from]
1920-1936
Box 4c

BABCOCK, BIRTON E.
Correspondence [from]
1937-1941
Correspondence [to]
1920-1933
Box 4d

BABCOCK, BIRTON E.
Correspondence [to]
1934-[] Dec.
Family
   Clippings [about]
   Photographs [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Invoices
Memorials
Notes
Photographs [of]
Postcards
Press Releases
Reports
Wills
   See Legal-Size location
Box 4e

BABCOCK, GUILFORD C.

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
[1934?]-[n.d.]
Correspondence [about]
1937-1945
Correspondence [from]
1934-1943
Box 4f

BABCOCK, GUILFORD C.
Correspondence [to]
1934-[?] Oct.
Family
Christmas Cards
Correspondence [to]
Notes

BAILEY, MRS. ALVA C.
X-Refs.

BAXTER, MATTHEW A.
Photographs [of]

BAY, EUGENE C.
X-Refs.
Flyers, Pamphlets
Sermons

BEEM, EUGENE R.
Correspondence [to]
Photographs [of]

BEHOTEGUY, WILLIS C.
X-Refs.
Correspondence [about]
Correspondence [from]
Correspondence [to]
Family
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Correspondence [to]
Resolutions

BELL, RICHARD J.
X-Refs.
Family
Press Releases

BHATIA, SANDEEP
X-Refs.
Correspondence [to]
DVDs
See Audio-Visual location—Fifty Years of Independent Study

BLACK, LOUIS E., JR.
Photographs [of]

BLANCHARD, JOAN
X-Refs.
Family
Photographs [of]

BLANCHARD, JULIET S.
X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Photographs [of]
Box 4g

BLASER, ARTHUR F.
  X-Refs.
  Correspondence [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
  Family
    Correspondence [about]

BOOLE, ELLA ALEXANDER
  X-Refs.

BORNHOLDT, LAURA
  X-Refs.
  Photographs [of]
  Press Releases

BORNHUETTER, RONALD L.
  X-Refs.
  Clippings [about]

BORUCH, NANCY L. BRAUND
  Biographies [about]
  Correspondence [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
Box 5

BOURNS, LOWELL B.
  X-Refs.
  Addresses [about]
  Biographies [about]
  Clippings [about]
  Correspondence [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
  Family
    Clippings [about]
    Correspondence [about]
    Correspondence [to]
  Web Pages
  Minutes
  Photographs [of]
  Postcards

BOWERS, RICH
  X-Refs.

BOYD, JANE
  Photographs [of]

BOYD, JOHN F.
  X-Refs.

BRUSH, DOUG
  X-Refs.
  Press Releases

BUEHLER, DONALD W.
  Clippings [about]

CALDWELL, ROBERT G.
  X-Refs.

CAMERON, RICHARD L.
  Photographs [of]

CARLSON, MARJORIE MORRIS
  X-Refs.
  Press Releases

CARTER, HENRY E.
  X-Refs.

CARTER, JOAN P.
  X-Refs.
  Flyers, Pamphlets
    See Oversized location
  Press Releases

CAUSEY, CHRISTOPHER C.
  X-Refs.

CHAMBERS, JAYNE HART
  X-Refs.
  Press Releases
CHAMBERS, WALTER R.
Photographs [of]
CHRISTIANSEN, JAMIE
X-Refs.
CLARKE, JAMES T.
X-Refs.
CLAY, JOHN OTIS
X-Refs.
COLEMAN, MARY
X-Refs.
COMPTON, ARTHUR H.
See COMPTON COLLECTION
COMPTON, HELEN H.
See COMPTON COLLECTION
COMPTON, JOHN J.
See COMPTON COLLECTION
COTTON, J. HARRY
X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Biographies [about]
Clippings [about]
Clippings [by]
Correspondence [about]
Family
  Clippings [about]
CRITCHFIELD, ROBERT
See Also: ROBERT CRITCHFIELD CHAIR OF ENGLISH HISTORY
X-Refs.
Memorials
Box 5a

CULP, W. LEE
X-Refs.
Biographies [about]
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Correspondence [from]
Correspondence [to]
Family
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Programs
Oral Histories
See Audio-Visual Department, Closed Reserve
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Press Releases

DAVIS, EVAN E.
X-Refs.

DAVIS, THOMAS K.
X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Clippings [about]
Clippings [by]
Correspondence [about]
Photographs [of]
Programs

DEL MAR, ROLAND H.
X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location

DEROSE, JAMES, JR.
X-Refs.
Press Releases

DILLEY, CHARLES A.
Photographs [of]

DIX, CAROLYN G.
X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Biographies [about]
Clippings [about]
Clippings [by]
Correspondence [to]
Photographs [of]
Poems [about]
DODDS, JOHN W.
X-Refs.
Addresses [by]
Biographies [about]
Photographs [of]
Box 5b

DOUGLASS, EARL L.
X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Clippings [by]
Correspondence [about]
Correspondence [from]
Correspondence [to]
Family
  Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Minutes
Box 5c

DOUGLASS, ELISHA
X-Refs.

DOWD, JOHN C.
X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Photographs [of]

DOWLEY, MARK M.
X-Refs.

DUKER, MARILYN K.
X-Refs.

EBERT, ROBERT O.
X-Refs.

ERHMAN, ELINOR L.
X-Refs.

ERNST, ALWIN C.
Photographs [of]

EVANS, HUGH I.
X-Refs.

EVANS, T. WILLIAM
X-Refs.

EXTER, JOHN E.
Photographs [of]

FAIRLESS, BENJAMIN F.
X-Refs.
Addresses [by]
Clippings [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location

FARRELL, CHRISTINE A.
X-Refs.

FELTON, LLOYD D.
X-Refs.

FIRESTONE, LEANDER
Photographs
X-Refs.

FISHELSON, JULIA
X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Press Releases

FLATTERY, LUCAS
X-Refs.
Biographies [about]
Photographs [of]

FLEMING, DAVID D.
X-Refs.
FLORY, HARRY R.
X-Refs.
Box 5d

FOOTLICK, JERROLD K.
  X-Refs.
  Clippings [about]
  Clippings [by]
  Press Releases

FOSS, WALTER D.
  Photographs [of]

FOSTER, DOON ALLEN
  X-Refs.
  Family
  Press Releases

FRANKLE, DIANE HOLT
  X-Refs.

FREDERICO, DONALD R.
  X-Refs.
  Flyers, Pamphlets
    See Oversized location
  Press Releases

FREEDLANDER, HAROLD H.
  X-Refs.
  Clippings [about]
  Family
    Clippings [about]
    Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
  Photographs [of]

FROST, MARTHA WHITE
  X-Refs.

FUNK, DANIEL C.
  X-Refs.
  Clippings [by]
  Photographs [of]

GALLOWAY, RUSSELL W.
  X-Refs.

GASTON, WILLIAM
  Photographs [of]
HAVERKAMP, JENNIFER
  X-Refs.
  Press Releases
HEMANN, JOHN H.
  X-Refs.
HENDERSON, WILLIAM E.
  Dissertations
  Memorabilia
    See Flat Document location
  Photographs [of]
Box 6

HILLS, OSCAR A.
  X-Refs.
  Clippings
  Correspondence
  Family
    Clippings [about]
    Flyers, Pamphlets
  Flyers, Pamphlets
  Photographs
  Publications [by]
  Sermons

HOPKINS, HARRIET PAINTER
  See TRUSTEES—Hopkins, W. Dean--Family

HOPKINS, W. DEAN
  X-Refs.
  Clippings [about]
  Clippings [by]
  Flyers, Pamphlets
  Photographs [of]

HUDSON, CEYLON E.
  Photographs [of]

HUDSON, LESLIE SIMCOX
  X-Refs.

HUDNUT, WILLIAM H.
  X-Refs.
  Clippings [about]

INGRAM, GEORGE, JR.
  X-Refs.
  Photographs [of]

JOHNSON, JILLIENE
  X-Refs.

JOHNSON, THOMAS
  X-Refs.

JOHNSTON, JOHN C., JR.
  X-Refs.
  Addresses [about]
  Clippings [about]
  Notes
  Photographs [of]
  Web Pages

KARCH, GEORGE F.
  Photographs [of]

KAUKE, JOHN H.
  X-Refs.
  Clippings [about]
  Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
KEEFER, JEFFREY LEE
X-Refs.
KENDALL, PAUL
See also: ABRAHAM LINCOLN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
X-Refs.
KETTERING, CHARLES F.
See also: OLIVE WILLIAMS KETTERING PROFESSORSHIP OF MUSIC
X-Refs.
Addresses [by]
Biographies [about]
Clippings [about]
See also Map Case Location
Family
Clippings [about]
Manuscripts [about]
Minutes
Photographs [of]
KLEIN, JULIA
X-Refs.
KNEEN, JOHN
X-Refs.
KOHN, DONALD L.
X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
See Oversized location
Photographs [of]
Press Releases
Videos
See Audio-Visual location—James R. Wilson Lecture Series, Oct. 11, 2005
KRITCHBAUM, CHARLES
X-Refs.
Addresses [by]
Memorials
LAUBER, MICHAEL
X-Refs.
Flyers, Pamphlets
LAUFFER, MAX A.
X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
Press Releases
LAWTHER, LEROY
X-Refs.
LEICHLITER, VAN H.
    Photographs [of]
LOCKWOOD, KAREN
    X-Refs.
LONG, GREGORY A.
    X-Refs.
    Family
        Clippings [about]
        Clippings [by]
LONG, M. LINCOLN
    Photographs [of]
LONGBRAKE, WILLIAM A.
    See also: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Student Wellness Center
    LONGBRAKE FAMILY FOUNDATION
    X-Refs.
    Photographs [of]
    Press Releases
LOWRIE, DONALD A.
    X-Refs.
    Clippings [by]
Box 6a

LUCE, H. CHRISTOPHER
X-Refs.
LUCE, HENRY R.
X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Addresses [by]
Biographies [about]
Clippings [about]
  See also Oversized location
Correspondence [about]
Correspondence [from]
Correspondence [to]
Family
  Clippings [about]
  Correspondence [to]
Invitations
Notes
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
  See Negatives location
Programs
Publications [about]
LUCE, HENRY, III
See also:  HENRY LUCE III FUND FOR DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARSHIP

X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
Press Releases
Videos
  See Audio-Visual location—Henry Luce III Hall Dedication
Box 6b

MAIWURM, JAMES
   X-Refs.
MASSEY, STEWART R.
   X-Refs.
MASSIE, SAMUEL P.
   X-Refs.
      Correspondence [from]
      Photographs [of]
MATEER, JOHN G.
   X-Refs.
      Artwork [about]
      Clippings [about]
      Family
      Memorials
      Photographs [of]
      Memorials
      Notes
      Photographs [of]
MCCAIN, WILLIAM D.
   Photographs [of]
MCCLELLAN, JESSE
   Photographs [of]
MCCLENAHAN, MRS. R. WALLACE
   Photographs [of]
MCCOY, MARGARET
   Notes
MCCREIGHT, LYNNE D.
   X-Refs.
MCCUSKEY, DOROTHY
   X-Refs.
MCHARGH, KENNETH
   X-Refs.
MCSWEENEY, JOHN
   X-Refs.
      Photographs [of]
MEAKIN, ALEXANDER C.
   X-Refs.
      Notes
      Photographs [of]
MEEKER, ROBERT B.
      Clippings [about]
      Press Releases
MEESE, DAVID J.
   Photographs [of]
Box 6c

MILLER, HENRY C.
  X-Refs.
  Press Releases

MILLER, JOHN F.
  SEE ALSO:  JOHN F. MILLER PRIZE IN PHILOSOPHY
  X-Refs.
  Announcements
  Clippings [about]
  Clippings [by]
  Correspondence [about]
  Correspondence [from]
    1921-1930
Box 6d

MILLER, JOHN F.
Correspondence [from]
1931-1939
Correspondence [to]
1921-1930
Box 6e

MILLER, JOHN F.
Correspondence [to]
1931-1939
Family
  Announcements
Correspondence [from]
Correspondence [to]
Memorials
Box 6f

MILLER, W. FREDERIC
  X-Refs.
  Biographies [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
  Photographs [of]
MILLER, WILLIAM H.
  Correspondence [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
MILLIGAN, PATRICK H.
  X-Refs.
  Press Releases
MINTER, STEVEN A.
  X-Refs.
  Photographs [of]
MITRA, SAYANTAN “SUNNY”
  X-Refs.
MOORE, E. BLAKE, JR.
  X-Refs.
  Press Releases
MORGAN, JAMES W.
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
MORLEY, JOHN D.
  X-Refs.
  Biographies [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
MORRIS, EARL F.
  See  EARL F. MORRIS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
MORRIS, JOSEPHINE LINCOLN
  See also:  J. HOWARD MORRIS AND JOSEPHINE L. MORRIS
            VOLUNTEER SERVICE AWARD
            LINCOLN CHAIR OF RELIGION
  X-Refs.
  Family
  Biographies [about]
  Photographs [of]
MOSEL, GEORGE A.
  X-Refs.
  Correspondence [about]
  Correspondence [from]
MULLINS, WALTER J.
  X-Refs.
MYERS, ROBERT L.
  X-Refs.
  Photographs [of]
NAHAS, MERET
  X-Refs.
NEAGOY, MARY A.
  X-Refs.
NESBITT, SAMUEL M.F.
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
NEWBERRY, JOHN J., JR.
X-Refs.
Photographs [of]

NOBLE, DONALD E.
X-Refs.
Addresses [by]
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [to]
Family
    Clippings [about]
    Photographs [of]
    Press Releases

NOTESTEIN, LUCY L.
See NOTESTEIN COLLECTION

OLIVER, SOLOMON, JR.
X-Refs.
Addresses [by]
Biographies [about]
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Correspondence [from]
Correspondence [to]
DVDs
    See Audio-Visual location—Fifty Years of Independent Study
Flyers, Pamphlets
Photographs [of]
Press Releases
Reports

OVERHOLT, KARL F.
Correspondence [about]
Correspondence [from]
Correspondence [to]
Box 7a

PALMER, ALANSON L.
  Photographs [of]
PALMER, SAMUEL S.
  X-Ref.
  Correspondence [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
  Minutes
  Publications [by]
Box 7b

PANCOAST, CAROL
  X-Refs.
PAPP, JOHN P.
  See also: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Papp Stadium
  X-Refs.
  Press Releases
PARKER, PATRICK S.
  X-Refs.
PARKER, RUTH F.
  X-Refs.
  Press Releases
PARKS, SHELDON
  Photographs [of]
PARSENS, CHARLES H.
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
PERRY, DALE C.
  See also: WILLIAM H. WILSON FUND
  X-Refs.
  Correspondence [from]
POCOCK, JOHN W.
  X-Refs.
  Addresses [about]
  Memorials
  Notes
  Photographs [of]
  Reports
  Videos
    See Audio-Visual location—Commencement 1990

POETHIG, ERIKA
  X-Refs.
  Press Releases

POLING, DAVID
  Photographs [of]

POMEROY, CHARLES S.
  Clippings [of]

QUINBY, EPHRAIM, JR.
  X-Refs.
  Clippings [about]
  Correspondence [about]
  Family
    Clippings [about]
    Flyers, Pamphlets

RAFFENSPERGER, EDWIN B.
  X-Refs.

REED, JAMES A.
  X-Refs.
  Photographs [of]

REGISTER, DONALD B.
  X-Refs.
  Correspondence [to]
  Web Pages

RICE, DAVID A.
  X-Refs.

ROBERTS, EDWARD D.
  X-Refs.
  Clippings [about]
  Correspondence [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
  Family
    Correspondence [from]

ROBINSON, FRANK E.
  X-Refs.

ROBINSON, JOHN
  X-Refs.
  Photographs [of]
ROSS, FORD G.
  X-Refs.
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
ROSS, HAROLD
  X-Refs.
RUTHERFORD, GEORGE H.
  Clippings [about]
  Correspondence [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
  Family
    Correspondence [about]
    Correspondence [to]
Notes
RYAN, CHARLES
  X-Ref
Box 7cc

SALIERS, JENNIFER
X-Refs.

SALOVAARA, MIKAEL
X-Refs.

SCHWARTZ, GEORGE J.
Photographs [of]

SCHWINN, DEBRA
X-Refs.

SCOTT, JOHN T.
X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Correspondence [from]
Correspondence [to]
Family
Correspondence [about]

SEALTS, MERTON M., JR.
See SEALTS COLLECTION

SEAMAN, RICHARD N.
X-Refs.
Clippings [about]

SECREST, EDMUND
See also: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Alumni House
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Faculty Club
SECREST ARBORETUM

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Correspondence [from]
Correspondence [to]
Family
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [from]
Correspondence [to]
Memorials
Box 7d

SEVERANCE, LOUIS H.

See also: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Severance Art
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Severance Chemistry
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Severance Gymnasium
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Severance Stadium
The Resurrection and the Life: the Impact of Louis Severance on the University of Wooster, 1901-1915
SEVERANCE HOSPITAL

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Correspondence [from]
Correspondence [to]
Family
  Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Notes
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
  See Negatives location
Poems [about]
Programs
SHAFER, KENNETH E.
X-Refs.
SHOOLROY, FRANCES GERBERICH
X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
SHOOLROY, ROSS K.
X-Refs.
SMELTZ, EMMET E.
Correspondence [about]
Correspondence [from]
Correspondence [to]
Notes
SMELTZ, JOHN E.
Clippings [about]
Photographs [of]
SMITH, GRACE E.
See also: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Grace E. Smith Memorial Walkway
X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Correspondence [from]
Correspondence [to]
Family
Correspondence [about]
Photographs [of]
SMUCKER, TIMOTHY P.
X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Photographs [of]
SNYDER, PETER L.
Biographies [about]
Correspondence [from]
Correspondence [to]
Photographs [of]
SPRAGUE, MARIANNE M.
X-Refs.
STALEY, SALLY J.
X-Refs.
Press Releases
Web Pages
STEFFENS, SIMON
Photographs [of]
STEINER, JEFF

See also: GINGER-STEINER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Photographs [of]
Box 7e

STONE, JOHN TIMOTHY
X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Correspondence [from]
Box 7ee

STONE, JOHN TIMOTHY
Correspondence [to]
Box 7f

STONEBURNER, ROGER W.
X-Refs.

STRANAHAN, SUSAN Q.
X-Refs.
  Correspondence [about]
  Correspondence [to]
  DVDs
    See Audio-Visual location—Fifty Years of Independent Study
    See Audio-Visual location—Wooster Forum—Stranahan, Susan,
    Oct. 14, 2014
  Flyers, Pamphlets
    See Oversized location
  Photographs [of]
  Press Releases

SWAN, ALFRED W.
X-Refs.
  Addresses [by]
  Clippings [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
  Family
    Christmas Cards
    Correspondence [to]
  Flyers, Pamphlets
  Publications [about]
  Sermons
Box 7g

TAEUSCH, H. WILLIAM

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Addresses [by]
Biographies [about]
Clippings [about]
Clippings [by]
Correspondence [about]
Correspondence [from]
Correspondence [to]
Family
  Clippings [about]
  Correspondence [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
  Photographs [of]
Invitations
Manuscripts [about]
Notes
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
  See Negatives location
Press Releases
Programs
Box 8

TALBOT, MARGUERITE
  Correspondence [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
  Family
  Correspondence [about]

TAYLOR, HARRY B.
  X-Refs.
  Biographies [about]
  Clippings [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
  Flyers, Pamphlets
  Notes
  Photographs [of]

THOMPSON, WILLIAM F.
  X-Refs.

THOMPSON, WILLIAM O.
  Artwork [about]
  Clippings [about]
  Correspondence [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
  Flyers, Pamphlets
  Photographs [of]

TIEDKE, JOHN
  X-Refs.
  Photographs [of]

TIGNOR, ROBERT L.
  X-Refs.

TULL, ROBERT M.
  X-Refs.
Box 8a

WAGNER, CARY R.
See also: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Wagner Hall

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Addresses [by]
Biographies [about]
Clippings [about]
  1940-[n.d.]
Clippings [by]
  1955
Correspondence [about]
  1946-1947
Correspondence [from]
  1945-[n.d.]
Box 8b

WAGNER, CARY R.
Correspondence [to]
   1944-1974
Degrees
   See Map Case location
Family
   Addresses [by]
   Biographies [about]
   Clippings [about]
   Correspondence [about]
   Correspondence [from]
   Correspondence [to]
   Photographs [of]
Memorabilia
Memorials
Notes
Photographs [about]
Photographs [of]
Press Releases
Programs
Box 8c

WALLACE, DAVID A.
X-Refs.

WALTON, ROBSON
X-Refs.

WARNER, WHITNEY
  Correspondence [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
  Family
    Correspondence [to]
  Notes

WEEKS, JOHN H.
X-Refs.
  Biographies [about]
  Clippings [about]
  Correspondence [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
  Family
    Correspondence [about]
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